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Abstrat
Classial osillators of sexti and oti anharmoniities are solved analytially up to the linear power of λ
(AnharmonicConstant) by using Taylor series method. These solutions exhibit the presene of seular terms
whih are summed up for all orders. The frequeny shifts of the osillators for small anharmoni onstants are
obtained. It is found that the alulated shifts agree niely with the available results to-date. The solutions for
lassial anharmoni osillators are used to obtain the solutions orresponding to quantum anharmoni osilla-
tors by imposing fundamental ommutation relations between position and momentum operators.
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1 Introdution:
The basi understanding of Physis is based on some physial models. The simple harmoni osillator (SHO) is
perhaps the most useful one among them. A partile subjet to a restoring fore proportional to its displaement
gives rise to the model of a SHO. The Hamiltonian orresponding to a lassial SHO of unit mass and unit frequeny
is given by
H =
p2
2
+
x2
2
(1)
and the Hamilton's equations are
p˙ = −∂H∂x = −x
x˙ = ∂H∂p = p
. (2)
The equation of motion of the SHO is
x¨ + x = 0 (3)
where, equation (2) is used. Now the solution of the equation (3) is found to be
x0(t) = x(0)cost+ x˙(0)sint. (4)
The parameters x(0) and x˙(0) are the initial position and momentum of the osillator. Thus the position of the
osillator at a later time t is ompletely known in terms of the initial position and momentum. Nevertheless, the
momentum is also known from the Hamilton's equations (2). Hene, the osillator problem is ompletely solved.
The equation of motion of a quantum SHO may simply be obtained by imposing x and x˙ as nonommuting
operators. To avoid onfusion, we represent the operators as apital letters instead of lowerase letters. Thus the
nonommuting position and momentum operators obey the following relation
[X(t), X˙(t)] = i (5)
where h¯ = 1. The solution of a quantum SHO in Heisenberg piture is the operator equivalent of the equation
(4). Now for real physial problems, the anharmoniity and/or damping are to be inorporated in the model
Hamiltonian and hene in the equation of motion. However, the present letter takes are the anharmoniity only.
The general form of the Hamiltonian of an anharmoni osillator (having unit mass and unit frequeny) of even
order of anharmoniity is given by
H =
p2
2
+
x2
2
+
λ
2m
x2m (6)
where m (≥ 2) is an integer and λ is the anharmoni onstant. Depending upon the problem of physial interests,
dierent type of anharmoni osillators will appear. For m = 2, the orresponding osillator is alled quarti
anharmoni osillator. Similarly, m = 3 and m = 4 give rise to the sexti and oti anharmoni osillators
respetively. Of ourse, the anharmoni onstants λ are dierent for dierent type of anharmoni osillators. The
equation of motion orresponding to the Hamiltonian (6) is
x¨+ x+ λx2m−1 = 0. (7)
2
where the equation (2) is used.
2 Quarti Osillator: Brief Review.
The problem of lassial and quantum anharmoni osillators have already been studied by several authors. To
begin with, we reall the problem of a lassial quarti osillator (Dung osillator). The equation (7), for m = 2,
does not have exat solution. However, large number of approximate methods are available for the purpose of
getting analytial solutions to the Dung osillator problem. These inlude perturbation tehnique [1℄, variation of
parameters [2℄ and Taylor series approahes [3℄. The ordinary perturbation tehnique, a pedestrian approah, leads
to the unwanted seular terms [1℄. The removal of seular terms from the solution is a serious problem. There are
some methods whih are suessfully used to summed up the seular terms for all orders. These inlude tuking
in tehnique [4℄, multisale perturbation theory and renormalization tehnique[1℄.
The searh for the solutions of anharmoni osillators enrihed dierent brunhes of Physis and Mathematis,
for example, it is suessfully used to enrih the subjet of large order perturbation theory [5-10℄, divergent expansion
of quantum mehanis [11-13℄, Laplae transformation representation of energy eigenvalues [14℄ and omputational
physis [15-18℄.
The solutions of quantum quarti anharmoni osillators may be obtained in two dierent pitures. The
Shroedinger piture deals with the time development of the wave funtion. On the other hand, the time de-
velopment of operators are obtained in the Heisenberg piture. Basially, the Shroedinger piture is used to solve
the quantum osillators as eigenvalue problems. In these problems, energy eigenvalues are expressed as the sum
of dierent orders of anharmoni onstant λ. The energy eigenvalues are found to diverge for large anharmoni
onstant. In ase of small λ, however, the eigenvalues for dierent orders are summed up and the onvergene of
these sums are ensured by the Borel summability [13,19℄ and/ or Stieljet onditions [7℄.
The -number approah to the quantum osillator problem is found very suessful but the situation is dierent
with the operator approah. Atually, the nonommuting nature of the operators (5) pose a serious diulty for
the purpose of getting approximate solutions to the quantum anharmoni osillator problems. Only few methods
are available to-date. Aks [20℄and Aks and Caharat [21℄ rst obtained an operator solution of a quantum quarti
anharmoni osillator by using the method of Bogoliubov and Krylov. But the reent interest in the problem started
with the work of Bender and Bettenourt [22-23℄ who obtained the solution of a quantum quarti anharmoni os-
illator by using multisale perturbation theory (MSPT). Later on Mandal[24℄ proposed a Taylor series approah,
Egusquiza and Basagoiti[25℄ developed renormalization tehnique, Kahn and Zarmi[26℄ used a near identity trans-
form method to solve the quantum quarti anharmoni osillator problem. The Taylor series approah is found to
be more suessful ompared to the other approahes for the purpose of getting seond or higher order solution of
a quantum quarti anharmoni osillator [27℄.
In addition to the quarti osillator, people have studied the higher anharmoni osillators also [15, 28-30℄.
These studies are made to obtain the eigenvalues as funtion of anharmoniity. More reently Pathak [31℄ used a
normal ordering tehnique to obtain a zeroth order multisale perturbation theoreti solution of m− th anharmoni
osillator and Fernandez[32℄ developed an eigen value approah to onstrut rst order orretion to the frequeny
operator for m − th anharmoni osillator. However, a rst order solution of higher anharmoni osillators in the
realm of Heisenberg approah are yet to ome. Keeping that in mind, the present letter will take are the analytial
solutions of lassial and quantum osillators of sexti and oti anharmoniities. These osillators have potential
3
appliations in the studies of nonlinear mehanis, moleular physis, quantum optis and in the eld theory. This is
the rst time we give analytial solution of sexti and oti osillators under the operator formalism. The solutions
are used to obtain the frequeny shifts of sexti and oti osillators. The omputed shifts are ompared and
found to have exat oinidene with the frequeny shifts alulated by using a rst order perturbation theory and
frequeny operators obtained by Pathak [31℄.
3 Sexti Osillator.
For m = 3, the Hamiltonian (6) and the equation of motion (7) orrespond to the ase of a sexti anharmoni
osillator. The solution for suh an osillator is obtained as the sum of dierent orders of anharmoniities. The
orresponding solution is
x(t) = x0(t) + λx1(t) + . . . (8)
where, x0(t) and x1(t) are zeroth and rst order solutions respetively. The zeroth order solution (4) is simply
obtained for λ = 0 in equation (7). The purpose of the present setion is to nd the rst order solution x1(t). The
lower ase x(t) and x˙(t) are to be treated as time developments of position and momentum of the lassial sexti
anharmoni osillator. The equivalent operator representations are to be made by using upper ase letters X(t)
and X˙(t). Thus the solution of the lassial sexti anharmoni osillator is given by the following Taylor series
x(t) = x(0) + tx˙(0) +
t2
2!
x¨(0) + . . . (9)
Here we assume that t is suiently small and a series (9) expansion is possible. Now we express higher order time
derivatives of x(t) at t = 0 as
xiii(0) = −x˙(0)− 5λx4(0)x˙(0)
xiv(0) = x(0) + 6λx5(0)− 20λx3(0)x˙2(0)
xv(0) = x˙(0) + 70λx4(0)x˙(0)− 60λx˙3(0)x2(0)
... ... ...
. . . . . . . . .
(10)
where, we have negleted λ2 and higher order terms. We substitute the relations (10) in equation (9) to ollet the
oeients of x5(0), x4(0)x˙(0), x3(0)x˙2(0), x2(0)x˙3(0), x(0)x˙4(0) and x˙5(0) (without the onstant multipliation
fator λ). Corresponding oeients are
C0 = −(1− 6 + 71− 1276 + 27741− 656546+ . . .)
C1 = −(5− 70 + 1275− 27740 + 656545− . . .)
C2 = −(20− 460 + 10680− 258920 + 6399340− . . .)
C3 = −(60− 1860 + 49320− 12577720+ 31664580+ . . .)
C4 = −(120− 4320 + 120240− 3116640+ 78912360− . . .)
and
C5 = −(120− 4320 + 120240− 3116640+ 78912360− . . .)
(11)
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where the oeient of x5−i(0)x˙i(0) is denoted by Ci. The ontributions diretly from Taylor expansion are not
taken into onsideration. The r − th term of C0 is given by
t
/
r = (−1)r × 1384 (25r + 15× 9r + 240r − 16) .
(12)
Now we an write the r − th term of the oeient of x5(0) in x1(t) as
tr = t
/
r ×
t2r
(2r)!
, (13)
where the fator
t2r
(2r)! omes from the Taylor expansion part. The net oeient of x
5(0) in x1(t) is obtained as
K0 =
∑
tr =
1
384
(cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost− 120 tsint). (14)
The parameter K0 exhibits fth and third harmoni generations along with the seular term proportional to t sint.
The seular terms are responsible for the divergent nature of the solution. This is an unomfortable situation and
has to be taken are properly in order to get a well behaved solution for all orders. Now, the remaining oeients
are obtained by using the same proedure as adopted for the evaluation of K0. The orresponding oeients are
K1 =
1
384 (5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint+ 120tcost)
K2 =
2
384 (−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost− 120tsint)
K3 =
2
384 (−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint+ 120tcost)
K4 =
1
384 (5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost− 120tsint)
and
K5 =
1
384 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint+ 120tcost)
(15)
Hene, the rst order solution is given by
x1(t) =
5∑
i=0
Kix
5−i(0)x˙i(0). (16)
Thus the total solution (8) is simply
x(t) = x(0)cost+ x˙(0)sint+ λ
5∑
i=0
Kix
5−i(0)x˙i(0). (17)
Now to have a hek of the solution (16), we onsider a speial ase x˙(0) = 0 and x(0) = a. Hene the total
solution redues to an extraordinarily simple form as
x(t) = acost+
λa5
384
(cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost− 120 tsint). (18)
It is lear that the presene of seular term proportional to tsint makes the life diult as t grows. We onne
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ourselves in the weak oupling regime and we assume C is a onstant suh that
sin (Cλt) = Cλt
cos (Cλt) = 1
. (19)
Now, the equation (18) is rearranged as
x(t) = acos[t(1 +
5
16
λa4)] + λa5(− 1
24
cost+
5
128
cos3t+
1
384
cos5t) (20)
where the equation (19) is used. Thus the seular term present in the rst order solution (18) is summed up for
all orders and the frequeny shift of the osillator is obtained. The orresponding frequeny shift of the sexti
anharmoni osillator is
5
16λa
4
. The shifted frequeny of the osillator is also viewed as the renormalization of
frequeny by the anharmoni interation. Interestingly, the frequeny shift obtained in the solution (20) exatly
oinides with that obtained by Dutt and Lakshmanan [30℄. Now to have an idea of how good the solutions (18)
and (20) are we ompare them with the exat numerial solution obtained by Mathematia (gure 1). From gure
1, we observe that the rst order frequeny renormalized solution (20) oinides exatly with the exat numerial
solution obtained by using Mathematia (for a = 2 and λ = 0.01). However, the solution (18) diverges with the
inrease of time (gure 1). The divergent nature of the solution manifests the presene of seular term.
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
0 5 10 15 20
x(t
)
t
approximate solution free from secular term
 approximate solution with secular term
 numerical solution obtained by using Mathematica
gure1
Now we replae x(t) and x˙(t) with the nonommuting operators X(t) and X˙(t) respetively. Finally, it is
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straightforward to generalize the lassial solution (8) into a quantum solution of the anharmoni osillator by the
imposition of ommutation relation (5). The orresponding solution of the quantum sexti osillator is given by
X(t) = X(0)cost+ X˙(0)sint+ λ384X
5(0)× (cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost− 120 tsint)
+ λ1920 [X
4(0)X˙(0) +X3(0)X˙(0)X(0) +X2(0)X˙(0)X2(0) +X(0)X˙(0)X3(0) + X˙(0)X4(0)]
× (5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint+ 120tcost)
+ λ1920 [X
3(0)X˙2(0) +X2(0)X˙2(0)X(0) +X2(0)X˙(0)X(0)X˙(0)
+ X(0)X˙2(0)X2(0) +X(0)X˙(0)X(0)X˙(0)X(0) +X(0)X˙(0)X2(0)X˙(0)
+ X˙2(0)X3(0) + X˙(0)X(0)X˙(0)X2(0) + X˙(0)X2(0)X˙(0)X(0) + X˙(0)X3(0)X˙(0)]
× (−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost− 120tsint)
+ λ1920 [X˙
3(0)X2(0) + X˙2(0)X2(0)X˙(0) + X˙2(0)X(0)X˙(0)X(0) + X˙(0)X2(0)X˙2(0)
+ X˙(0)X(0)X˙(0)X(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X(0)X˙2(0)X(0) +X2(0)X˙3(0)
+ X(0)X˙(0)X(0)X˙2(0) +X(0)X˙2(0)X(0)X˙(0) +X(0)X˙3(0)X(0)]
× (−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint+ 120tcost)
+ λ1920 [X(0)X˙
4(0) + X˙(0)X(0)X˙3(0) + X˙2(0)X(0)X˙2(0) + X˙3(0)X(0)X˙(0) + X˙4(0)X(0)]
× (5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost− 120tsint)
+ λX˙
5(0)
384 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint+ 120tcost)
(21)
where X(0) and X˙(0) are the initial position and momentum operators. The solution (21) may be written in the
symmetrial form as
X(t) = X(0)cost+ X˙(0)sint
+ 2λ768X
5(0)(cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost− 120 tsint)
+ λ768 [X
4(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X4(0)]
× (5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint+ 120tcost)
+ 2λ768 [X
3(0)X˙2(0) + X˙2(0)X3(0) + 3X(0)]
× (−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost− 120tsint)
+ 2λ768 [X˙
3(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙3(0) + 3X˙(0)]
× (−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint+ 120tcost)
+ λ768 [X(0)X˙
4(0) + X˙4(0)X(0)]
× (5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost− 120tsint)
+ 2λX˙
5(0)
768 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint+ 120tcost)
(22)
The equation (22) is our desired solution for a quantum sexti anharmoni osillator. Now we rearrange our derived
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solution (22) with the help of (19 ) as
X(t) = 12
{
X(0)cos
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
+ cos
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
X(0)
+ X˙(0)sin
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
+ sin
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
X˙(0)
+ 2λX
5(0)
384 (cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost)
+ λ384 [X
4(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X4(0)](5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint)
+ 2λ384 [X
3(0)X˙2(0) + X˙2(0)X3(0) + 3X(0)](−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost)
+ 2λ384 [X˙
3(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙3(0) + 3X˙(0)](−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint)
+ λ384 [X(0)X˙
4(0) + X˙4(0)X(0)](5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost)
+ 2λX˙
5(0)
384 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint)
}
(23)
where H0 =
X˙2(0)
2 +
X2(0)
2 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Now the rst order frequeny operator, Ω = 1 +
5λ
4
{
H20 +
1
4
}
oinides exatly with the MSPT results of Pathak [31℄. The matrix element < n − 1|X(t)|n > and
hene the frequeny shift of the osillator may also be alulated with the help of following relations
H0|n > = (n+ 12 )|n >
X(0)|n > = 1√
2
[√
n|n− 1 > +√n+ 1|n+ 1 >] for n 6= 0
X˙(0)|n > = −i√
2
[√
n|n− 1 > −√n+ 1|n+ 1 >] for n 6= 0.
(24)
From the eld theoreti point of view, n may be regarded as the number of photons present in the quantized
radiation eld. Now, the dipole moment matrix element in terms of the number eigenket |n > is
< n− 1|X(t)|n > = cos( 5λt4 n)2
{
< n− 1|X(0)|n > cos (t+ 5λt4
{
n2 + 12
})
+ cos
(
t+ 5λt4
{
n2 + 12
})
< n− 1|X(0)|n >
+ < n− 1|X˙(0)|n > sin (t+ 5λt4
{
n2 + 12
})
+ sin
(
t+ 5λt4
{
n2 + 12
})
< n− 1|X˙(0)|n >
+ < n− 1|
[
2λX5(0)
384 (cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost)
+ λ384 [X
4(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X4(0)](5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint)
+ 2λ384 [X
3(0)X˙2(0) + X˙2(0)X3(0) + 3X(0)](−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost)
+ 2λ384 [X˙
3(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙3(0) + 3X˙(0)](−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint)
+ λ384 [X(0)X˙
4(0) + X˙4(0)X(0)](5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost)
+ 2λX˙
5(0)
384 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint)
]
|n >
}
.
(25)
Hene, we obtain the frequeny shift of the osillator as
5λ
4 (n
2+ 12 ). It is interesting to note that the frequeny shift
of the osillator is possible even when there are no photons (i.e vauum eld) present in the radiation eld. This
phenomena is a diret outome of pure quantum eletrodynami eet and has no lassial analog. The frequeny
shift of the osillator for a vauum eld is atually a seond order eet and is reported elsewhere [27℄. The solution
(23) is of its rst kind and does not have any diret hek. However, the frequeny shift in (25) may be ompared
with the frequeny shift alulated by using rst order perturbation tehnique [34℄. To have a hek, we alulate
8
the energy of a sexti osillator in n− th energy state whih is given by
En = (n+
1
2
) +
5λ
48
(4n3 + 6n2 + 8n+ 3). (26)
The energy dierene between two onseutive levels is
∆E = En − En−1 = 1 + 5λ
4
(n2 +
1
2
). (27)
Thus our alulated frequeny shift and hene the solution agrees niely. Finally we normalize the equation (23)with
the help of the equation (25) as
X(t) = 1
2cos( 5λt
4
n)
{
X(0)cos
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
+ cos
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
X(0)
+ X˙(0)sin
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
+ sin
(
t+ 5λt4
{
H20 +
1
4
})
X˙(0)
+ 2λX
5(0)
384 (cos5t+ 15 cos3t− 16 cost)
+ λ384 [X
4(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X4(0)](5sin5t+ 45sin3t− 280sint)
+ 2λ384 [X
3(0)X˙2(0) + X˙2(0)X3(0) + 3X(0)](−5cos5t− 15cos3t+ 20cost)
+ 2λ384 [X˙
3(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙3(0) + 3X˙(0)](−5sin5t+ 15sin3t− 140sint)
+ λ384 [X(0)X˙
4(0) + X˙4(0)X(0)](5cos5t− 45cos3t+ 40cost)
+ 2λX˙
5(0)
384 (sin5t− 15sin3t− 80sint)
}
.
(28)
The equation (28) is the desired solution for quantum sexti anharmoni osillator where the seular terms for all
orders are summed up.
4 Oti Osillator.
Depending upon the nature of nonlinearity, the higher anharmoni osillators will ome into piture. For example,
oti anharmoni osillator may be obtained if we put m = 4 in the equations (6) and (7) respetively. Using the
similar proedure (as adopted for sexti osillator), the solution (up to the linear power of λ) for an oti osillator
follows immediately as
x(t) = x(0)cost+ x˙(0)sint
+ λx
7(0)
3072 (cos7t+ 14cos5t+ 126cos3t− 141cost− 840tsint)
+ λx˙(0)x
6(0)
3072 (7sin7t+ 70sin5t+ 378sint− 2373sint+ 840tcost)
+ λx˙
2(0)x5(0)
3072 (−21cos7t− 126cos5t− 126cos3t+ 273cost− 2520tsint)
+ λx˙
3(0)x4(0)
3072 (−35sin7t− 70sin5t+ 630sin3t− 3815sint+ 2520tcost)
+ λx˙
4(0)x3(0)
3072 (35cos7t− 70cos5t− 630cos3t+ 665cost− 2520tsint)
+ λx˙
5(0)x2(0)
3072 (21sin7t− 126sin5t+ 126sin3t− 2415sint+ 2520tcost)
+ λx˙
6(0)x(0)
3072 (−7cos7t+ 70cos5t− 378cos3t+ 315cost− 840tsint)
+ λx˙
7(0)
3072 (−sin7t+ 14sin5t− 126sin3t− 525sint+ 840tcost)
(29)
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To hek the validity of our solution, we onsider a speial ase x(0) = b and x˙(0) = 0. After a little algebra we
have
x(t) = bcos(1 +
35λ
128
b6)t+
λb7
3072
(−141cost+ 126cos3t+ 14cos5t+ cos7t). (30)
Thus the frequeny shift of the lassial oti osillator is proportional to the sixth power of amplitude as long as
the rst order solution is onerned. The solution (30) as well as the frequeny shift have exat oinidene with the
solution obtained by the proedure introdued by Bradbury and Brintzenho [33℄. Now we generalize the solution
(29) to have the orresponding quantum solution in the symmetrial form as
X(t) = X(0)cost+ X˙(0)sint
+ λX
7(0)
3072 (cos7t+ 14cos5t+ 126cos3t− 141cost− 840tsint)
+ λ6144 [X˙(0)X
6(0) +X6(0)X˙(0)](7sin7t+ 70sin5t+ 378sint− 2373sint+ 840tcost)
+ λ6144 [X˙
5(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙5(0) + 10X3(0)}
× (−21cos7t− 126cos5t− 126cos3t+ 273cost− 2520tsint)
+ λ6144 [X˙
4(0)X3(0) +X3(0)X˙4(0) + 9(X2(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X2(0))]
× (−35sin7t− 70sin5t+ 630sin3t− 3815sint+ 2520tcost)
+ λ6144 [X˙
3(0)X4(0) +X4(0)X˙3(0) + 9(X˙2(0)X(0) +X(0)X˙2(0))]
× (35cos7t− 70cos5t− 630cos3t+ 665cost− 2520tsint)
+ λ6144 [X˙
5(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙5(0) + 10X˙3(0)]
× (21sin7t− 126sin5t+ 126sin3t− 2415sint+ 2520tcost)
+ λ3072 [X˙
6(0)X(0) +X(0)X˙6(0)](−7cos7t+ 70cos5t− 378cos3t+ 315cost− 840tsint)
+ λX˙
7(0)
3072 (−sin7t+ 14sin5t− 126sin3t− 525sint+ 840tcost)
(31)
The problem of seular terms are taken are by the same proedure as it is done in the ase of a sexti anharmoni
osillator. The nal solution appears as
X(t) = 1
2cos[ 35λ
64
(6n2+3)t]
{
X(0)cosΩt+ cosΩtX(0) + X˙(0)sinΩt+ sinΩtX˙(0)
+ 2λX
7(0)
3072 (cos7t+ 14cos5t+ 126cos3t− 141cost)
+ λ3072 [X˙(0)X
6(0) +X6(0)X˙(0)](7sin7t+ 70sin5t+ 378sint− 2373sint)
+ λ3072 [X˙
5(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙5(0) + 10X3(0)]
× (−21cos7t− 126cos5t− 126cos3t+ 273cost)
+ λ3072 [X˙
4(0)X3(0) +X3(0)X˙4(0) + 9(X2(0)X˙(0) + X˙(0)X2(0))]
× (−35sin7t− 70sin5t+ 630sin3t− 3815sint)
+ λ3072 [X˙
3(0)X4(0) +X4(0)X˙3(0) + 9(X˙2(0)X(0) +X(0)X˙2(0))]
× (35cos7t− 70cos5t− 630cos3t+ 665cost)
+ λ3072 [X˙
5(0)X2(0) +X2(0)X˙5(0) + 10X˙3(0)]
× (21sin7t− 126sin5t+ 126sin3t− 2415sint)
+ λ3072 [X˙
6(0)X(0) +X(0)X˙6(0)](−7cos7t+ 70cos5t− 378cos3t+ 315cost)
+ 2λX˙
7(0)
3072 (−sin7t+ 14sin5t− 126sin3t− 525sint)
}
(32)
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where Ω = 1+ 35λ64 (4H
3
0 +5H0), is the rst order frequeny operator whih is in exat aordane with the frequeny
operator obtained by Pathak[
℄. Now, the matrix element< n−1|X(t)|n > is alulated to obtain the shifted frequeny as ω/ = 1+ 35λ16 (n3+2n).
Interestingly, the frequeny shift
35λ
16 (n
3+2n) depends on n3. It is lear that the vauum eld has no role to play in
the frequeny shift of the quantum oti osillator. This is the rst time we give the solution of an oti osillator
(32) and therefore, it is not possible to have a diret veriation of the solution. However, to have a possible
veriation of the solution, we alulate the frequeny shift by using Rayleigh-Shroedinger perturbation theory. A
rst order alulation under this theory shows that the energy of the oti osillator in n− th state is given by
En = (n+
1
2
) +
35λ
64
(
3
2
+ 4n+ 5n2 + 2n3 + n4). (33)
The energy dierene between two onseutive levels is ∆E = En−En−1 = 1+ 35λ16 (n3 +2n). Thus, the frequeny
shift exatly oinides with the frequeny shift obtained by us.
5 Remarks and Conlusions:
We obtain analytial solutions (rst order) for sexti (8) and oti (29) osillators in lassial pitures by using
Taylor series method. The solutions exhibit the presene of usual seular terms. The seular terms for all orders are
tuked in to obtain the frequeny shifts of those osillators. It is found that the alulated shifts agree satisfatorily
with the shifts obtained by other methods.
The position and momentum of lassial osillators are replaed by their orresponding operators and the
ommutation relation is imposed. Hene, the solutions for quantum sexti and oti osillators in the realm of
Heisenberg piture is obtained. Interestingly, the vauum eld has no role to play in the frequeny shift of the
quantum osillators of quarti and oti anharmoniities. However, the vauum eld auses the frequeny shift of
a quantum sexti osillator. These apparent disrepanies are easily understood in terms of eld theoreti point of
view where the vauum eld eet is onsidered as a seond order one. In fat, the frequeny shift due to vauum
eld is obtained in a seond order solution (i.e solution ontains λ2) of a quantum quarti osillator [27℄.
To the best of our knowledge, there only few possible methods available for the purpose of getting analytial
solutions of a quantum quarti anharmoni osillators [20-27℄. The method devised by one of us [24℄ is already
tested its usefulness for the purpose of getting an analytial seond order solution of a quantum quarti anharmoni
osillator [27℄. However, there is no publiation till date whih deal with the solution of higher anharmoni osillators.
Therefore, the solutions for higher anharmoni osillators of the present letter will serve a lot of aademi interest.
In addition to these the solutions will be useful in nonlinear mehanis, moleular physis and in the eld theory.
In partiular, the solutions for quantum anharmoni osillators are useful to investigate the quantum statistial
properties of radiation eld. For example, the squeezing eets are reported for a third order nonlinear non-
absorbing medium by using the solution of the quantum quarti osillator [27,35℄.
The present solutions along with the solutions given by us [24,31℄ seem to be useful for the purpose of getting
a general solution of m− th anharmoniities. Suh solutions will be taken are in future publiations.
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